
 

 

 

 

 

Data Protection Statement for Visitors of Our 
Website 
Data protection information for individuals visiting our website 

Last updated March 2021 

As a visitor of our websites, Fresenius Kabi (Pty) Ltd (“we”) will collect and use certain 

personal information from you. 

This data protection statement informs you about the processing of personal information 

when visiting our website. 

Please be aware that we also may process your personal information in other contexts, 

e.g. when you are a business contact for products or services or when you interact with 

us in your capacity as a healthcare professional. Please see the specific information on 

the processing of your personal information in such situations. 

We also inform you that our websites include links to external sites which are not covered 

by this data protection statement. Also, some of our Fresenius Kabi subsidiaries’ local 

websites provide data protection statements that may differ from this data protection 

statement. Your visit to such websites is subject to the respective data protection 

statement of this website. 

Why We Collect and Use Your Personal Information 

We collect and use your information for the following purposes: 

• To validate, handle and respond to you based upon your inquiry or request 

• To fulfill our compliance requirements under pharmacovigilance and medicines laws 

• To make the website work for the device you use it on 

• To provide the best possible service to you and enhance your user experience 

• To optimize our website 
 

 

http://wcm.intra.fresenius.com/cms/WebClient/PreviewHandler.ashx?Action=RedDot&Mode=1&projectguid=AB8C30E136B34A4F836C7044BA6E71E2&editlinkguid=CE833B9DD1FA4CA1BABC717328AFC777&parentpageguid=&pageguid=F53408CBD34A41FC951D5B42A6E190CF&forceprojectvariant=0&targetcontainerguid=&containerpageguid=&projectvariantguid=62C77A0405394F62B0AAF9225E8C1418&languagevariantguid=17151F8AAF98405B8962AB635BB540AA&languagevariantid=ENS&islink=2&themepath=App_Themes/Standard&ioidispage=1
http://wcm.intra.fresenius.com/cms/WebClient/PreviewHandler.ashx?Action=RedDot&Mode=1&projectguid=AB8C30E136B34A4F836C7044BA6E71E2&editlinkguid=CE833B9DD1FA4CA1BABC717328AFC777&parentpageguid=&pageguid=208BA3C0978C468E8BE7BAA083B8F49F&forceprojectvariant=0&targetcontainerguid=&containerpageguid=&projectvariantguid=62C77A0405394F62B0AAF9225E8C1418&languagevariantguid=17151F8AAF98405B8962AB635BB540AA&languagevariantid=ENS&islink=2&themepath=App_Themes/Standard&ioidispage=1
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What Information we Collect and How We Do That 

We may collect and use your personal information in the following situations: 

When visiting our website 

We collect information of your visit to our site. We do this to present the website 

optimized to the device you are using and with all its functions or to store your 

preferences for your current or future browsing sessions. 

We collect the following internet protocol data during your visits on our websites: 

• the name of your service provider including IP address 

• the website that directed you to our site 

• the pages visited on our website 

• your web browser type, and 

• the date and length of your visit. 

Your IP address will be used in a pseudonymized manner by deleting the last three digits. 

That way we are no longer able to directly identify you as an individual. 

Information we collect by using cookies 
We use cookies on our website. Cookies are small text files that are stored locally on your 

computer by your web browser. 

You can refuse the use of certain cookies for this website. Find out more about how you 

can change your cookie settings. Please note that if you choose not to accept the use 

of cookies you may not be able to experience the full functionality of this website. If you 

choose to delete cookies, you may have to confirm certain dialogs once again. 

Your cookie settings are always related to the web browser you are using, and the settings 

are of no effect if you use a different web browser upon your next use of this website. 

Alternatively, you can manage the settings of your web browser or on your mobile device. 

Here you can delete cookies at your own discretion at any time. 

We use the following types of cookies: 

Strictly necessary cookies 

This type of cookies is required to make the website work. They are exclusively used by us 

during the session and are therefore so called first party session cookies. 

http://wcm.intra.fresenius.com/cms/WebClient/PreviewHandler.ashx?Action=RedDot&Mode=1&projectguid=AB8C30E136B34A4F836C7044BA6E71E2&editlinkguid=1744B7DFAEFF460D9F221B4C7AE4011E&parentpageguid=&pageguid=8C80D5231F1243C3A80F3C127EDCEB3F&forceprojectvariant=0&targetcontainerguid=&containerpageguid=&projectvariantguid=62C77A0405394F62B0AAF9225E8C1418&languagevariantguid=17151F8AAF98405B8962AB635BB540AA&languagevariantid=ENS&islink=2&themepath=App_Themes/Standard&ioidispage=1
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They help to make the page load more quickly and to limit the number of sessions 

originating from a user to prevent a website-overload. 

They remain valid during the session and are automatically deleted when you close the 

browser. 

Functional cookies 

Functional cookies save the choices you make while visiting this website in order to offer 

you an improved functionality and personal features. 

We use a "cookie notifier" cookie, which saves your decision either to agree with the 

usage of cookies on our website or not. It is saved automatically upon your click on one of 

the two options available. Your acceptance of our cookies is stored for one year from the 

acceptance date. If you decide to refuse our cookies, your decision will be stored for 30 

days. During this time the cookie information banner will not be shown again. 

Analytical cookies 

Analytical cookies allow us to analyze the way the website is used. This enables us to 

optimize its performance and increase the user experience. Our website uses Matomo, 

formerly Piwik, an open source web analytics tool. With this tool we track how often 

visitors use a page of our website, which pages visitors go to most often, and if they get 

error messages from our pages. Your IP address will be processed in a pseudonymized 

manner by deleting the last three figures. That way we are no longer able to directly 

identify you as an individual. The software from Matomo is running on servers of our in-

house service provider in Germany and the information generated by the cookie about 

your use of the website (including your pseudonymized IP address) will be stored on the 

server of our in-house service provider in Germany. The IP-address that is transmitted will 

not be merged with any other data collected by us. We will delete this data within three 

years. 

Social media cookie 

When you press ‘I consent’ in the social media feeds section, a cookie will be placed. You 

are then able to see the activity streams of our corporate social media channels which are 

embedded on our website. Your consent is stored for the duration of your visit through our 

“social media streams” cookie. 

When activating social media plug-ins and activity feeds 
If you activate plug-ins or activity feeds of social media providers (such as Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, Instagram or WhatsApp), your web browser will connect to 
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the servers of the respective providers and send your specific user data to these 

providers. 

In addition, if you are currently logged in to a social network of one of the above-

mentioned providers, your activity may be linked to your user account with these 

providers at the same time. 

Plug-ins for sharing via "Shariff" 

In order to secure your privacy, we are using a tool called “Shariff”. Shariff enables you to 

decide whether and when to activate the share plug-ins on our website and, by doing so, 

whether to initiate a transfer of user specific data to the provider. Only if you specifically 

activate a plug-in via Shariff, your browser will connect to the servers of the respective 

provider and the user specific data (as further referenced below) will be sent to that 

provider. You activate a plug-in via Shariff, by clicking on one of the respective share 

buttons. 

Activating activity feeds 

When you activate the activity feed by clicking on the inactive mask on our website, your 

browser will connect to the servers of each provider and the user-specific data (as further 

referenced below) will be sent to each provider. Please note that a cookie is set 

automatically upon clicking on the mask and will be stored for the duration of your 

browsing session. During this time the mask will not be shown again. 

Fresenius Kabi has no influence on the scope or the kind of data that will be submitted by 

activating the plug-ins or activity feed. Besides, further data processing operations could 

be triggered, on which we do not have any influence. To learn more about the scope of 

personal information collected and processed, the purpose your information may be used 

for, as well as your respective rights and configuration options in order to protect your 

privacy (including your right of withdrawal of consent), please refer to the respective 

social network’s data privacy policy. 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/en/privacy 

YouTube: https://policies.google.com/privacy 

Instagram: https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy 

WhatsApp: https://www.whatsapp.com/legal/ 

As part of the activity feed, we may incorporate videos from YouTube on our website. 

YouTube uses cookies in order to collect user-specific data on its website, amongst other 

https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy
https://twitter.com/en/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://www.whatsapp.com/legal/
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uses, for recording video statistics, preventing fraud, and improving the user-friendliness. 

By starting a video, further data-processing operations could be triggered simultaneously, 

on which we do not have any influence. 

For more information about privacy on YouTube see Google’s privacy policy: 

https://policies.google.com/privacy 
Information you provide to us 

We collect and process information you actively provided to us for instance when filling in 

online forms or when contacting us by other means of communication such as e-mail, 

telephone or mail. Such data includes: 

• First and last name 

• Gender 

• Contact and address information (including address data, e-mail address, phone 

number, fax number) 

• Country of residence 

• Company 

• Profession 

• Type of request and possible further information for the purpose of responding to 

your inquiry 
 

Legal Basis for Processing Your Information 

We process your personal information on one or more of the following legal bases: 

• You have given us your consent for the intended processing or international 

transfer of your personal data, (Section 72(1)(b) Protection of Personal Information 

Act 4 of 2013). This is the case for cookies and when you activate the social plug-

ins or where you provide data to us relating to a request to a Fresenius Kabi entity 

outside Europe 

• The transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between you and us, or 

for the implementation of pre-contractual measures taken in response to your 

request (Section 72(1)(c) Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013). 

• The processing is necessary for conclusion or performance of a contract concluded 

in your interest, between us and a third party (Section 72(1)(d) Protection of 

Personal Information Act 4 of 2013) 
 

We Share Your Information 

https://policies.google.com/privacy
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We collaborate with other organizations to achieve our purposes. Therefore, we may send 

your personal information in parts or as a whole to other organizations. 

Such recipients are: 

• Other Fresenius Group companies if such a transfer of personal information is 

required for the specific purpose (Please refer to the overview of the locations in 

which Fresenius Kabi Group companies are active) 

• Service providers which process personal information on our behalf (e.g. for hosting 

or maintenance services) and have to follow our instructions on such processing; 

these service providers will not be allowed to use your personal information for 

other than our purposes 

• Authorities, courts, parties in a litigation in case we are required to do so to meet 

any applicable laws, regulations, legal processes or enforceable governmental 

requests 

• Professional advisors or auditors, such as tax advisors, financial auditors, lawyers, 

insurers, banks and other external professional advisors in the countries in which 

we operate 

 
International data transfers 

No specific onward transfer of your information to third countries (countries outside the 

European Economic Area) is foreseen with the exception of your inquiries. In order to be 

able to handle your inquiry, we will forward your inquiry, including your personal 

information as provided by you, to your local country contact. If such local country contact 

is located in a third country, we will transfer the data based upon your consent. 

 

How Long We Retain Your Information 

Your contact details will be stored for up to six months after the inquiry has been 

completed unless legal obligation exists to retain data for a longer duration. 

Information collected via cookies will be stored as long as the cookie is valid as explained 

above. 

 

Requests Inquiries and Complaints 

Depending on the situation you have certain rights regarding your personal data. You 

have the right to: 

https://www.fresenius-kabi.com/company/locations-worldwide
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• Request access to your personal data 

• Request rectification of your personal data 

• Request erasure of your personal data 

• Request the restriction of processing of your personal data 

• Data portability 

• Object on grounds specific to your situation 

You can exercise these rights online by using the data protection contact form. 

You also have the right to lodge a complaint with our Information Officer or the 

Information Regulator. 

Information Officer: 
Marius Möller 

Fresenius Kabi (Pty) Ltd  

Stand 7, Growthpoint Business Park 

162 Tonetti Street 

Midrand  

1682 

South Africa 

E-mail: Marius.Moller@fresenius-kabi.com  

 

Deputy Information Officer: 
Leah Madiba  

Fresenius Kabi (Pty) Ltd  

Stand 7, Growthpoint Business Park 

162 Tonetti Street 

Midrand  

1682 

South Africa 

E-mail: Leah.Madiba@fresenius-kabi.com  
 

Information Regulator: 
33 Hoofd Street 

Forum III, 3rd Floor Braampark 

P.O Box 31533 

Braamfontein, Johannesburg, 2017 

Mr Marks Thibela 

Chief Executive Officer 

Tel No. +27 (0) 10 023 5200, Cell No. +27 (0) 82 746 4173 

http://wcm.intra.fresenius.com/cms/WebClient/PreviewHandler.ashx?Action=RedDot&Mode=1&projectguid=AB8C30E136B34A4F836C7044BA6E71E2&editlinkguid=E9053FDEB2464343921A07D2D51842CE&parentpageguid=&pageguid=765223DAF0834E69B904EF8DAA17A905&forceprojectvariant=0&targetcontainerguid=&containerpageguid=&projectvariantguid=62C77A0405394F62B0AAF9225E8C1418&languagevariantguid=17151F8AAF98405B8962AB635BB540AA&languagevariantid=ENS&islink=2&themepath=App_Themes/Standard&ioidispage=1
mailto:marius.moller@fresenius-kabi.com
mailto:Mikko.Tiitinen@fresenius-kabi.com?subject=Data%20Protection%20Email%20from%20Fresenius%20Kabi%20Website
mailto:Leah.Madiba@fresenius-kabi.com?subject=Data%20Protection%20Email%20from%20Fresenius%20Kabi%20Website
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Complaints email: complaints.IR@justice.gov.za  

General enquiries email: inforeg@justice.gov.za  
 

  
 

Further Information for Specific Situations 

Requirements to provide personal information 

Your personal information is required to make the website accessible to you and to be able 

to follow up on your inquiry. 

If you do not provide your personal information, the website will not work, and we may 

not be able to respond to or properly process your request. 

Changes to this data protection statement 

As our collection and use of your information may change over time, we may also modify 

this data protection statement to always correctly reflect our data processing practices. 

We encourage you to review it from time to time. 

 

Controller and Contact 

The controller and responsible entity for processing of personal information is: 

Deputy Information Officer: 
Leah Madiba 

Fresenius Kabi (Pty) Ltd  

Stand 7, Growthpoint Business Park 

162 Tonetti Street 

Midrand  

1682 

South Africa 

E-mail: Leah.Madiba@fresenius-kabi.com  
 

mailto:complaints.IR@justice.gov.za
mailto:inforeg@justice.gov.za%C3%82%C2%A0
mailto:Leah.Madiba@fresenius-kabi.com%20%C3%82%C2%A0
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